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The Earth Observation perfect storm

 New Space players
 Broaden customer base
 Large risk capital investments
 From data services to actionable insight and 

information

 Centralised vs distributed and connected 
thinking 
 Openness toward risky innovation
 Policy makers more open to commercial 

space vs institutional space solutions

 Huge data availability and easiest access 
 Constellations with richer sensors
 Copernicus free and open data policy
 IoT in space is coming

 Lower access costs
 Smart sensors, better performance, lower 

SWaP-C
 Commercial constellations
 Cloud computing 
 Huge computational power available in space
 Artificial Intelligence and IOT in space

Major 
technology 
advancement
s

New 
entrepreneuri

al spirit 

More EO data 
than ever 

before

Connected 
thinking
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The Φ-lab has been established to exploit and stimulate the favourable conditions of the European Earth Observation market, by boosting its innovative ethos.  The space economy is growing  at the double of the global economy (+6,7%), and the European EO service market even faster, it grew 9.7% in 2019 YoY.  This is due to the convergence of severable favourable conditions that we call “The Earth Observation perfect storm”.  Major technology advancements are yielding richer sensors that can be sent in space at lower cost, huge computational power is now available that linked to the digital revolution change the way we treat data to obtain actionable information and insights. This makes available to industry and researchers even More EO data than before, which is exploited by a new way of Connected thinking in the community arising from the new people generation who find natural to reason in a connected way while finding solution, and less prone to be centralized “control freak” thinking.  A New entrepreneurial spirit in EO is levering off all of these generating innovative busines models and broadening the customer base, making EO the new home for large risk capital investments (15BN$ worldwide since 2020)   
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The ESA Φ-lab – What ?

Accelerate the future of Earth Observation 
via transformational innovation*

strengthening Europe’s world-leading 
competitiveness

Discover
Creation of “Blue-
sky” transformative 
ideas

Nurture
Nurture good 
ideas 
“Fail fast” ethos

Develop
Mature “the 
solution”

Invest
Foster 
industrial & 
entrepreneurial 
initiatives

Accelerate
European EO 
competitivene
ss

*transformational innovation: with the ability to completely 
transform or create entire industries via new technologies
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Presentation Notes
Φ-lab explore and applies transformative technologies to Earth Observation, to accelerate the research and develop innovations to help solve some of the biggest challenges that humanity faces together with strengthening European competitiveness. These range from the effects of climate change to our day to day life and to our industry, from improving disaster response, to identifying new business models in space that can deliver better products to worldwide community.



Innovation cycle to deliver transformative and viable ideas
We work on Φ-lab Explore innovation cycle is 

 Focus on a meaningful problem
 Connect expert partners
 Enable solutions developing capacity
 Experiment “fail and recover fast” on use cases

CONNECTING
TALENTS

IDEAS
CAPACITY

AUGMENTED 
ANALYTICS

DIGITAL 
TWIN

IMMERSIVE 
EXPERIENCE

BLOCKCHAIN

QUANTUM COMPUTINGEMPOWERED  EDGE

AS-DRIVEN 
DEVELOPMENT

AUTONOMOUS 
THINGS



The ESA Φ-lab Offices

Φ-lab Explore Office
Explore the innovation universe 

and connect EO sensor revolution 

with the digital revolution

Φ-lab Invest Office
Stimulate competitiveness growth 
fostering entrepreneurial initiatives

by investment actions from ESA 
member states and external investors
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Presentation Notes
EXPLORING: EO Sensor Revolution  + Digital Revolution + Connectivity & ProcessingINVESTING: In the Development &Commercialisation of Innovative EO products and services 



• Industry-led PPP programme in ESA Earth Observation
• Managed by the Φ-Lab in ESRIN (Frascati, Italy)
• Focus: To stimulate & development the EO commercial sector (products & services)  

We look for 3 things:
1.Commercial viability (aim to generate revenue with development)
2. Innovation (doing something new)
3. Commercial customer engagement at proposal stage (beta testers, validators)

• Wide scope: end to end commercial developments (from satellites to data platforms & 
everything in between.

• Aim: To de-risk your development and reach, at least, a minimum viable product to 
showcase capabilities to potential customers / potential investors

• Co-funding: Typically 50%/50%, up to 80% SMEs (depending on your member state)
• Present portfolio: 40 activities - ranges 70k to 8.6MEuros (co-funding)

Investing in Industrial Innovation (InCubed)

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – For Official Use 
European Space Agency

https://incubed.phi.esa.int/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InCubed stands for ‘Investing in Industrial Innovation’ and focuses on developing innovative and commercially viable products and services related to satellite imagery and datasets. The programme has a very wide scope and can co-fund anything from building satellites to data platforms and everything between.If you have an activity in mind, for example, a constellation, a satellite, an instrument, a technology, software, a service or an application related to the Earth observation sector and you want to develop it with ESA’s help and then roll it out commercially then InCubed could be the programme for you.The ultimate aim of InCubed is for your development to reach, at least, the minimum viable product stage and be robust from a technical, commercial, programmatic and financial point of view. 



For EO commercial developments InCubed offers
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Connect with private investors



Two types of Development Cycles
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Entry depends on the maturity of the of the development being proposed:

De-risking Cycle
• This cycle results in a credible 

technical concept with identified 
commercial customers who show 
tangible interest and a robust 
product development roadmap. 

• Developments are typically less 
mature and require support to 
reach a credible commercial 
product/service.

Product Development 
Cycle

• This cycle results in a credible 
product or service which can 
be shown to be commercially 
viable without any further 
public funding. 

• Developments are typically 
more mature.



Two types of Development Cycles
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• It is possible to 
move from one 
cycle to another 
as development 
matures 

• If development 
is mature 
enough, it can 
enter the 
product 
development 
cycle directly

Product 
Development
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Presentation Notes
You may apply for either one or both cycles. Each cycle may have different levels of co-funding, depending on the supporting member state or target readiness level (e.g. TRL/ASRL). You can apply for both cycles potentially and activities can overlap as long as they are clearly shown. National delegations may, however, only decide to support one cycle at a time.The aim is to reach a minimal viable product. InCubed can also support further roll out if it is foreseen. Additional funding/financing outside of the InCubed programme may also be sought to scale the concept internationally or roll out additional elements e.g. constellations, networks, architectures. 



Funding Options and Conditions
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• Typically co-funding is 50/50 
with some additional support
for SMEs (but depends upon
the Member State)

• ESA can support up to 80% 
of the total allowable costs

The required objectives per development cycles and segments shall be respected

See ideas.esa.int for all info

Cycle Technology 
Readiness Level

Application Service 
Readiness Level

De-risking Up to 4-6* Up to 3

Product Development Up to 7 (8 for IOV) 4 up to 8

* Depending on the technological or market risks assessed by the Agency

The Announcement of Partnership Opportunity is published on 
EMITS under 

“Open Invitations to Tender” 
reference AO9090

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Announcement of Partnership Opportunity is published on EMITS, under “Open Invitations to Tender” reference AO9090Please note: The closing date is established solely for technical reasons connected with EMITS and can be disregarded. The documents on EMITS take precedence in case of any discrepancies. The consultation of the official documentation on EMITS related to the Calls for Proposals and Invitiations to Tender (ITT) is only possible for duly registered users.



Funding Options and Conditions
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EUROPEAN SPACE 
AGENCY COUNCIL
Declaration on the 
European Earth 
Watch Programme

ESA/C(2019)197
Att.: ESA/PB-EO/LXXXVII/
Dec. 1, rev. 24 (Final)
Paris, 9 December 2019

TRL - upstream developmts
ASRL - downstream developmts
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Presentation Notes
The Announcement of Partnership Opportunity is published on EMITS, under “Open Invitations to Tender” reference AO9090Please note: The closing date is established solely for technical reasons connected with EMITS and can be disregarded. The documents on EMITS take precedence in case of any discrepancies. The consultation of the official documentation on EMITS related to the Calls for Proposals and Invitiations to Tender (ITT) is only possible for duly registered users.



How to Apply?
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ideas.esa.int

• InCubed is a partnership between Industry / National Delegations and ESA
• InCubed Announcement of Partnership Opportunity is always open on EMITS
• Entities can apply at any time (depending on Member State rules)
• Fill out the Idea Pitch Template on ideas.esa.int
• Invite you to a video pitch meeting where you can pitch your idea to 

the InCubed team and the delegation.
• All Ideas will be strictly confidential

https://incubed.phi.esa.int/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InCubed is a partnership between Industry/National Delegation(s)/ESA. InCubed Announcement of Partnership Opportunity is always open. Entities can apply at any time for different level of co-funding depending on the type of the activity. All Ideas will be strictly confidential, only the InCubed team will have access to them. The overview of the process is presented for information and completeness below. First step: Pitch your IdeaFill in the Idea Pitch form; ESA will check if you qualify for InCubed co-funding. National delegation(s) will be involved in the loop and decide if they support the idea.   You may be offered the possibility to pitch your idea in a 10 minutes session if requested. These typically happen on a monthly basis to see if it is a good fit for InCubed.Second Step: Fill in the InCubed Proposal Part 1Following a successful idea pitch and with agreement from the supporting national delegation(s)ESA shall invite you to fill in Proposal Part 1 [Outline] through this toolSubmit the InCubed Proposal Part 1 for assessmentThird Step: ESA Assessment and possible Invitation to submit Proposal Part 2ESA shall provide comments directly onto your proposal following Part 1 assessment criteriaIf the assessment is positive then you will be  will be invited to submit Proposal Part 2 [Full]; The submission of the Proposal Part 2 [Full] shall not exceed 8 weeks after such communications from ESA. 



Participating ESA Member States
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Some examples taken from the portfolio 



A paradigm change for Earth observation integration in 
the agro-food industry leading to a spun out start-up

Integration of Object Based Signal Generators for 
Change Detection in EO-Data

HyperScout-2 for the 
FSSCAT mission.
Miniaturized hyperspectral & 
thermal imaging coupled with 
Artificial Intelligence for 
breakthrough operational 
space missions

Mission and Agile Nanosatellite for Terrestrial Imagery 
Services focused on serving the energy sector

InCubed Activities – Some examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EO PLUG-IN is the first activity under ESA’s InCubed programme providing an innovative, fast response system that answers several critical demands along the agro-food value chain. Starting with the potato sector in the Netherlands, the issues range from e.g. losses during breeding and logistics, control capacities for productions and trading, to development of new markets. EO PLUG-IN bridges the gap between Earth observation and agro-food sector, supporting public and private actors throughout the entire global potato value chain. It thereby improves their operations and directly impacts several UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).SignalEyes analyses spatial changes in buildings, trees, water courses, roads, etc. and translates the change signals into Calls-to-Action for customers in agribusiness, management of infrastructure or environment and map updating. SignalEyes increases efficiency and reduces cost, spills and frustration.Miniaturized hyperspectral and thermal imaging coupled with Artificial Intelligence for breakthrough operational space missions.The HyperScout 2 leverages the HyperScout 1 hyperspectral imager platform complementing it with thermal imaging and Artificial Intelligence capabilities in a unique compact package, suitable to be deployed on small and larger satellites. HyperScout enables science missions from small platforms. It is an affordable hyperspectral and thermal imager that enables smart services for its commercial customers, with a quick turn around between order and delivery.The first mission which will benefit from the HyperScout 2 measurements is the FSSCat, an innovative mission concept consisting of two federated 6U Cubesats in support of the Copernicus Land and Marine Environment services. A dual microwave payload and HyperScout 2 will be used to measure soil moisture, ice extent, and ice thickness, and to detect melting ponds over ice.MANTIS is a demonstration mission to jointly develop, build, launch and operate an innovative nanosatellite platform, flying a high resolution Earth observation camera. The activity, funded under the UK Space Agency contribution to the ESA InCubed programme, brings together the expertise of three space companies.



SAT4EO Critical Elements: Very High Resolution 
Payload, TDI CMOS detector, agile AOCS, ground 
processor & exploitation platform

AI Data Enhancement 
toolkit helps to remove 
phenomena such as 
haze, colour distortion 
and poor resolution using 
AI techniques

Architecture for future EO 
space component 
(AFFRESCO) - High speed 
(> 100 Gbps) optical modem 
and novel networking 
methodologies to provide 
real time linking for future EO 
satellite constellations 

CoastEO aims to a 
validated water quality 
commercial service 
using low cost buoy 
platforms & satellite 
data

InCubed Activities – Some examples



Development & qualification testing of a high reliability 
version of electric propulsion IFM nano and micro 
COTS thrusters

InCubed Activities – Some examples

Mission Planning 
function offered as 
a service to enable 
mission planning 
and operations to 
be outsourced

Online platform to 
globally visualise levee 
failure risk combining 
high resolution soil 
moisture info with
InSAR deformation 
data & other EO data

The Unibap SpaceCloudTM

Services (USS) aims to 
support and augment future 
space systems with a 
radiation tolerant / flexible 
infrastructure for mesh 
networks, app deployment, 
AI and IoT capabilities



• If you have a commercially focused EO based product or
service in mind, you are doing something innovative and you
have potential commercial customers already engaged then
InCubed is a great tool to help you de-risk your development
(overall end to end developments, satellites, instruments, sub-
systems, platforms, data delivery systems)

• InCubed partnership aims to support your idea up to at least
minimum viable product level so that its added value can be
demonstrated to commercial customers or potential investors

• For satellite developments, for example, we can help you to
de-risk the first demonstrator unit - you can then seek further
investment for a full constellation roll out.

InCubed can also support roll out and scale up activities or can provide 
solid demonstration capabilities 
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Is InCubed right for me?

Intellectual 
Property 

Rights stay 
100% with 

you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is InCubed right for me?InCubed stands for ‘Investing in Industrial Innovation’ and focuses on developing innovative and commercially viable products and services related to satellite imagery and datasets. The programme has a very wide scope and can co-fund anything from building satellites to data platforms and everything between.If you have an activity in mind, for example, a constellation, a satellite, an instrument, a technology, software, a service or an application related to the Earth observation sector and you want to develop it with ESA’s help and then roll it out commercially then InCubed could be the programme for you.The ultimate aim of InCubed is for your development to reach, at least, the minimum viable product stage and be robust from a technical, commercial, programmatic and financial point of view. Your Intellectual Property Rights, 100%, stay with you.The programme can also support further roll out and scale up if appropriate or can provide a solid demonstration capability for you to seek further funding for scaling and expansion.
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Thank you for your attention!

www.esa.int
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ESA Co-Funding programmes – InCubed Positioning

TRL1

TRL2

TRL3

TRL4

TRL5

TRL6

TRL7

TRL8 (IOV)

TRL9

ARTES 
C&G

NAVISP 
E2

InCubed+

GSTP 
Make

Up to 50%

Up to 50%

Up to 75%

Up to 50%

Up to 75%

Up to 75% Up to 50%

Technology

Product & 
Demonstration

De-risking

Commercial EO 
development

Support industry to 
open & develop EO 
markets

EO Specialist Support

Unlock other funding /
financing opportunities

Industry retains IPR

End point can be TRL 
7 or higher with a 
robust roadmap to 
commercialisation & 
engaged customers
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Support up to TRL 6 if 
increased business 
risk is identified

Space 
Solutions
based on 
ASRL and 
addresses 
multiple 

space asset 
applications

De-Risking Cycle

Product Development Cycle
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Presentation Notes
Gate 1 to be used with clear Business Case and a critical technology to be developed before going to the product phase. Wrt. GSTP this will allow a smooth continuation of the project within the InCubed programmatic framework (fast response to market needs) 
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